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“With Turnitin Feedback Studio, students are able to 
continue to interact with language inside and outside 
of class, and that’s very important for language 
acquisition, particularly in Korea.”
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Alex Banks is an English Instructor in the Department of Language Education at Handong Global University. Handong 
strives to prepare its 4,000 students to learn and solve problems in a global context. A key contributor to this mission is the 
Department of Language Education’s work to empower all students with the writing skills they need to do quality academic 
work in English. Professor Banks has high expectations for what the students in his classes will go on to do: express 
themselves clearly in English, accurately complete writing assignments, and publish quality reports and articles after they 
graduate. 

Challenges in Providing Comprehensive Feedback
 
Professor Banks believed that practice and feedback were the keys to helping his Korean students truly master English 
writing. Students wanted his feedback on their drafts, especially on their grammar. But when Professor Banks tried to 
provide grammar feedback in addition to focusing on the structure, argument, and language students used, he found that 
the process was extremely time consuming. 

He tried techniques like having his students comment on each others’ drafts, but found that “it can be culturally difficult for 
them to give negative feedback to their friend or someone who’s older than them.” Professor Banks also noticed that when 
writing papers involving sources, some students struggled with the appropriate way to reference their sources as they 
learned to cite in a foreign language. Recognizing these challenges, Professor Banks was eager to adopt a solution that 
could help his students while saving him time. 

Faster Feedback That Helps Students Understand and Improve
 
When Professor Banks began using Turnitin Feedback Studio, the first thing he noticed was how much it sped up his 
process of providing detailed feedback on student work. Feedback Studio’s tools include drag-and-drop comments called 
QuickMarks that help address common pitfalls of English writing in an efficient way. Professor Banks customized his 
QuickMarks to address high-level composition expectations like thesis statement, development of supporting ideas, and 
cohesion. By including detailed explanations and tips for improvement in each reusable QuickMark, Professor Banks 
could leave specific feedback without writing out the same comment across multiple papers. He also used QuickMarks 
to highlight and explain grammar errors so students could then work through and correct them independently. “I think I’m 
giving more feedback, and better feedback,” he said. 

Professor Banks also found that Feedback Studio’s rubric tool made scoring student essays faster and fairer. By linking 
his comments to criteria in Feedback Studio’s integrated rubric tool, he could easily review the number and types of issues 
students had with specific writing expectations. Then, Professor Banks used this information to guide his grading and 
assign a rubric score with just a few clicks. The association of feedback with rubric scores not only showed students why 
they received a particular grade, but also helped them see what they need to do to improve their English writing.

A Focus on Communication Skills for Success
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Deepening Student Engagement with English and Each Other
 
Beyond making Professor Banks’ marking process faster, he found that technology created entirely new avenues to support 
students’ engagement in their English learning. 

For informal reflection assignments, Professor Banks took to using Feedback Studio’s voice commenting tools to engage 
with students’ personal reactions in a more personal way and build the student-instructor relationship.

He also discovered that Feedback Studio’s anonymous peer review tools enabled students to support each other’s 
English writing and critical thinking in whole new way. Professor Banks assigned students to review each other’s work 
anonymously using structured guidelines that he customized in Feedback Studio. Students completed their online peer 
reviews outside of the classroom,  giving them expanded opportunities to interact with English. Professor Banks came to 
realize that Feedback Studio’s peer review features could solve the previous issues he had getting his students to comment 
on each other’s work fairly, without creating discomfort due to age, gender, and friendship.

“As they review other students’ work, it helps them to think about their own writing. Then, with the feedback that they 
receive from the teacher, all of that comes together to help them,” he said.

With this combination of instructor, peer, and technology support, students’ final writing assessments earn strong scores 
that give Professor Banks confidence they will go on to do great things.
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Turnitin is revolutionizing the experience of writing to learn. Turnitin’s formative feedback and originality checking services 
promote critical thinking, ensure academic integrity and help students improve their writing. Turnitin provides instructors 
with the tools to engage students in the writing process, provide personalized feedback, and assess student progress over 
time. Turnitin is used by more than 26 million students at 15,000 institutions in 140 countries. Backed by Insight Venture 
Partners, GIC, Norwest Venture Partners, Lead Edge Capital and Georgian Partners, Turnitin is headquartered in Oakland, 
Calif., with international offices in Newcastle, U.K., Utrecht, Netherlands, Seoul, South Korea, and Melbourne, Australia.
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